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The simulation lemmas constitute the only systematic way of proving the 
inclusion of the language family of one EOL form in the language family of 
another EOL form. Two basic simulation lemmas: “one-to-many” and “many-to- 
one” are presented already in [l&the first paper on EOL forms. Hence, the 
effectiveness of these two lemmas constitutes a very basic open problem in the 
theory of EOL forms. In this note we show that the “many-to-one” simulation in 
EOL forms is decidable. 
We follow the standard notation and terminology concerning EOL systems and 
forms (see [2j). Thus we use G = (2, h, S, A) to denote an EOL system (form); we 
consider reduced EOL systems only (that is for each a E 2, S +g uau for some u, 
o E 2”). Also U(G) = (2, h, S) denotes the underlying OL system of G. For a 
positive integer 1 we use Z(I) to denote the set 
Z(1) = {a: there exists a x E C* suchthat a E alph x and S + E x 
where m is a multiple of I}. 
Following [1], the “many-to-one” simulation of an EOL form G = (C, h, S, A) 
by an EOL form G = (s, 6, S, 6) is defined as follows. 
For a positive integer I, we say that a slmukutes G in ‘V-to-one” fashion, 
written G(I; l)G, if and only if 
(Wl) Ia'( 6(a) for each a&(Z), 
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(W2) for each (y, D,,, cy, O,, z, D,) such that (II E X(I), S G$$ ycxz and D,,, Da, Q 
are derivations in G brith traces equal to (y, yl, . . . , yl), (a, x1, . . . , xl) and 
(2, 2 1, . . . , zI) respectively, it holds that yiqZi contains at least one nonterminal for 
each iE(l,...,Z-1). 
We say that G simulates G in “many-to-on(c)” fashion, written G mo e, if and 
only if G(I; l)G for some positive integer 1. 
For our considerations we need !the following technical notion. 
Definition 1, Let G = (2, h, S, A) be an EOL system and let (Y E 2. The surround- 
ing family of Q! in G, denoted sur,(ar) is defined by sur&) = {Z,, &, . . . , 
where ka?, ZicZ for ls%k, and 
(Cl) Zi~Zj, for all i&(1,. . . , k}, iZj, 
(C2) for all X, y E C *, if S +z xcuy, then there exists an i, 1 s i 6 k, SUCh 
Zi c_ alph xy, 
(C3) for each i, 1 c i s k, there exist x, y E Z* such that S 3g xay 
(alph ~y)\{a}= Zi* O 
It is easily seen that, for a given G and CX, sur&) is uniquely defined, 
b-a la Let G = (qC, h, S, A) be am EOL fornl ad let a E X. Then sur, (a) 
be effectively coqmted. 
Proof. Let 
M, ={O\{a}:Oc~, as@ and L(U(G))n@++fl} 
and 
li&={ZEl& for no Z1 EM,, Z, s 2 holds}. 
that 
and 
can 
Obviously A& satisfies (Cl), (C2) and (C3) of Definition 1 and SO & = surGb). 
Since clearly A%, is effectively computable, the lemma holds. Cl 
Lemma 2. It is decidable whether or not G(I; l)e for arbitrary EOL forms G, c 
and an arbitrary positive integer 1. 
Pm& Let G = (2, h, S, A), a = (if?, 6, S, d). The condition (Wl) is easily handled. 
To check the condition (W2) we proceed as follows. For each a E X(1) construct 
sur,b), and then for each Z={&, . . . , &,} E sufG (a) inspect all derivations in G 
of length 1 starting with a$, l - - @,,, (if surG (a) = {Q)}, then inspect only all 
derivations in G of length 1 starting with cy). Since sur&#) can be effectively 
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constructed (Lemma l), condition (W2) can also be effectively checked. Thus the 
lemma holds. Cl 
Tkotem 1. It is decidable whether or not G mo e for any arbitrwy two EOL forms 
GtUKi~ 
Proof. Let G = (2, h, S9 A) and G = (2,6, S, 6) two arbitrary EOL forms. We 
consider separately two possible cases. 
Case (i). L(U(G)) is infinite. 
Let for each positive integer I, U(Gr) = (X(I), hl, S), where hl is II restricted to 
Z(I). Clearly L( U(Gr)) is infinite for each 1. Then obviously for each 2 there exists 
a & E X(l) and a positive integer tn such that for all k > m, I$(&) contains a word 
x where 1x1 >maxr G. Let ml be the minimal integer among all the m as above 
(with the fixed I). Clearly mt can be effectively computed. Since we have only a 
finite number of possibilities for the sets Z(I), each of which is effectively 
computable, K = max {m, : I is a positive integer} is effectively computable. 
(i. 1) G ma G ho&s if and only if G(I; l)c holds for an 1 s K. 
The if part is obvious. The only if part immediately follows fro= the fact that 
(Wl) must be satisfied. 
Case (ii). L( U(G)) is finite. 
Let Z = {aI, . . ..q}. ral. Consider 
obviously T is an ultimately periodic sequence and moreover, one can effectively 
find integers p 30 and 4 B 1 such that for each (Y E 2, II~+~(cx) = I~~+~+j~(a) for ali 
i j ZB I. Then in this case, 
(ii. 1) G ma G holds if and only if G(1; 1,G holds for an 1 ~p+q+l. 
The if part is obvious. The only if part follows from the fact that if conditions 
(W 1) and (W2) are satisfied for a k > p + q + 1, then they are also satisfied for 
k -4. 
Hence in both cases (as a consequence of (i.1) and (ii.1)) a finite number of 
applications of Lemma 2 suffices to complete the decision procedure. Since it is 
decidable whether or not L(H) is finite for an arbitrary OL system H (see, e.g.? 
[2]), the theorem holds. 0 
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Rem&. It is natural to consider the following (“weaker”) “many-to-one” 
simulation of G = (X, h, S, A) by G = (S, 6, S, 6). 
For a positive integer I, we say that G we&y simuktes G in “ho-one” 
fushion, written Gw(l; 1)G if and only if 
(K1) ham &a) for each a di(Z), 
(K2) for each (a, 0,) such that a E S(l) and D, is a derivation in G with trace 
equal to (a, x1,. . . , xl) it holds that q contains at least one nonterminal for each 
iE{l ,...,I-1). 
We say that G weakly simuIcPtes G in “many-to-one” f&&ion, w&ten 
G wmo G, if and only if Gw(Z; 1)G for some positive integer 1. 
Clearly the following result holds (in the proof of Lemma 2 it suffices to set 
sur&) = (8& 
aheorem 2. It is decidable whether or not G wmo a for any arbitrary two EOL 
systems G and G. IJ 
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